


PACIFIC HYDROLOGY CONSULTANTS LTD. Concol,:ng H,d ,egenio0s,s 

Suite 330. 580 Hc) ,nby S:ree!, Vancouver. B C.. Canada V6C 386 
Phone (604) 683-9612 Fax (604) 6B3-9676 Project No. D707101 

August 15, 1995 

Deep Bay Waterworks District 
R.R. 1, Site 150, C-4 
BOWSER, B.C. VOR 1GO 

Attention: Mr. E.R. DeCosta 
Chairman of the Trustees 

Subject: 	Evaluation of Maximum Groundwater Potential from Wells in the Southwest Corner 
of D.L. 28 West of the Island Highway at Deep Bay 

Dear Sirs: 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this letter is to report on the first phase of a two-phase investigation to further evaluate 
the feasibility of constructing additional production wells on the four hectare (10 acre) triangular parcel 
of land containing Deep Bay Waterworks District (DBWD) Wells 4-77, 5-85 and 5-90 and consisting of 
the southwest corner of D.L. 28 on the west side of the Island Highway at Deep Bay on Vancouver Island. 
This investigation has been carried out in accordance with a letter dated October 29, 1993 from Pacific 
Hydrology Consultants Ltd. (PHCL) to DBWD and, as subsequently discussed in several telephone 
discussions since that time between Ann Badry, P. Geo., Hydrogeologist/Manager of PHCL, and either 
Mr. Frank Hieronymi, Works Superintendent for DBWD, or Mr. John Motherwell, P. Eng., of John 
Motherwell & Associates Engineering Ltd. (JMAEL). Initially, approval to carry out this evaluation was 
given by the District on December 17, 1993. Subsequently, the terms of reference were modified as 
dictated by the course of events, with completion of the project delayed pending resolution of property 
ownership. 

Included in Appendix A are area and water well location maps (Figures 1 and 2, Pages A - 1 and A - 2); 
Figure 2 shows the locations of the DBWD wells referred to in this letter-report, as well as die locations 
of other test holes which have been used to interpret the distribution and thickness of the Quadra Sand 
Aquifer in the area of D.L. 28 and to construct hydrogeological cross-sections A - A' and B - B' (Figures 
3 and 4, Pages A - 3 and A - 4). 

The hydrogeological cross-sections are included to illustrate the known distribution and thickness of the 
Quadra Sand Aquifer in the area proposed for the installation of two or more additional production wells, 
as well as to illustrate certain features of the hydrogeology of the area which have some bearing on 
concerns raised by various agencies as to the potential impacts which could result from the proposed 
increased groundwater withdrawal from the southwest corner of D.L. 28. Selected details about the wells 
and test holes used to construct the hydrogeological cross-sections are contained in Tables 1 and 2 in 
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Appendix B. Proposed locations for Wells 7 and 8 are shown on Figure 5 in Appendix A (Page A - 5). 
Also shown on Figure 5, as discussed later in this report, is an estimated wellhead protection area 
(WHPA) for each of the existing DBWD water supply wells located in the southwest corner of D.L. 28. 

Background information concerning groundwater supply development and an evaluation of groundwater 
supply potential on D.L. 28 west of the Island Highway at Deep Bay, specifically, and in the Deep Bay 
area in general, is contained in the following documents prepared by PHCL (or its predecessor company, 
E. Livingston Associates, ELA) for either DBWD or JMAEL, in the period 1978 to present: 

A letter-report from ELA (A. Badry) to JMAEL dated February 8, 1978 "Re: Well Construction 
and Testing, Deep Bay Waterworks District", which discussed the results of a test drilling program 
of three test holes to develop additional groundwater for the Deep Bay water system and the 
completion of two of these as screened wells - a well along Gainsburg Road, which is now 
utilized as a Provincial Observation Well (310) and Production Well 4-77, which is located in the 
southwest corner of D.L. 28. 

2. A letter-report from PHCL dated June 21, 1985 to JMAEL on the subject "Construction and Testing 
of Deep Bay Waterworks District Well No. 5". 

3. A letter from PHCL dated June 8, 1988 to DBWD on the subject "Selection of a Site for Proposed 
Well No. 6 for Deep Bay Waterworks District". 

4. A letter-report from PHCL dated February 27, 1989 to JMAEL on the subject "Selection of a Site 
for Proposed Well No. 6 for Deep Bay Waterworks District". 

5. A report from PHCL dated December 27, 1990 to DBWD titled "Construction and Testing of Deep 
Bay Waterworks District Well No. 6". 

A letter-report from PHCL dated December 20, 1991 to DBWD on the subject "Groundwater 
Supply Potential in the Southwest Corner of D.L. 28 west of the Island Highway at Deep Bay". 

Miscellaneous correspondence and other infonmation in PHCL's files concerning groundwater 
supply issues at Deep Bay - in particular, work carried out for Genstar Development Company to 
evaluate the feasibility of developing sufficient quantities of groundwater on adjacent D.L. I and 
D.L. 86 to the west to support a community water system to serve 230 residential units proposed 
for that area. 

In preparing this letter-report, all background information contained in the above documents was reviewed 
and summarized as required, and the following three published Geological Survey of Canada documents 
relevant to the surficial geology and hydrogeology of the Deep Bay area were also again reviewed: 

I. 	GSC Paper 77-17, Quadra Sand: A Study of the Late Pleistocene Geology and Geomorphic 
History of Coastal Southwest British Columbia; by J.J. Clague, 1977, 24 pp. 

2. 	GSC Memoir 318, Surfcial Geology of Horne Lake and Parksville Map-Areas, Vancouver 
Island British Columbia; by J.G. Fyles, 1963, 142 pp. 
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3. 	GSC Bulletin 144, Groundwater Resources of the Coastal Lowland and Adjacent Islands, 
Nanoose Bay to Campbell River, East Coast, Vancouver Island; by E.C. Halstead and A. 
Treichel, 1966, 42 pp. 

To assist in an evaluation of groundwater supply potential and implications of increased groundwater 
source development by the installation of additional water supply wells in the southwest corner of D.L. 
28 at Deep Bay, PHCL also obtained the following information from government agencies: 

• 	Water level data from February 1990 to March 1995 for Provincial Observation Well No. 310, from 
which an hydrograph has been constructed (see Figure 6 in Appendix A). 

• 	Precipitation data for Little Qualicutn Hatchery Station and Mud Bay Station. 

As mentioned previously, recent concerns have been expressed by several government agencies as to the 
possible impact to the groundwater regime and, in particular, to Gainsburg Swamp, that may result from 
the withdrawal of additional groundwater on D.L. 28. Correspondence concerning this issue, most of 
which has been forwarded to PHCL by DBWD, includes the following: 

1. A letter dated Tune 14, 1995 from Qualicurn Band of Indians to the attention of T.K. Ovanin, 
R.P.F., Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks "Re: Application by Deep Bay Waterworks 
District - #1406967". 

2. A facsimile message dated Tune I9, 1995 from Bonnie Blue of Regional District of Nanaimo to 
Pacific Hydrology stating that RDN wishes to have assurance that the installation of additional 
water supply wells on the subject parcel of land will not have any impact on the naturally occurring 
water levels and, as such, that withdrawal of additional groundwater will not pose any threat to the 
wildlife habitat represented by the natural wetland, locally referred to as Gainsburg Swamp. 

3. A letter dated June 26, 1995 from Deep Bay Waterworks District to Ministry of Environment, 
Lands & Parks (Attention: Mr. T.K. Ovanin, R.P.F., Land Officer) on the subject "Application to 
Lease Crown Land for Additional Well Sites". 

For easy reference, copies of the above-listed documents are included in Appendix C. 

2.0 AQUIFER FIYDROGEOLOGY 

2_1 _. Quadra Saud Aquifer Distribution 

Details about the character, extent and distribution of the Quadra Sand in the Deep Bay area are important 
because the Quadra Sand is the aquifer which yields water to the Deep Bay Waterworks District Wells, 
as well as to other water supply wells in the area, at Bowser and at the Provincial Seed Orchard located 
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on D.L. 86 south of the DBWD Wells. In the Deep Bay area, the Quadra Sand seems to occur at an 
elevation of 30 m (100 ft) or more; at some Iocations, the Sand is overlain by thin remnants of silt or 
glacial till but, at other locations within short distances, the Sand extends to surface, as it does at the sites 
of the DBWD Wells in the southwest corner of D.L. 28. A few available deep lithologs from test holes 
in the subject area indicate that the Quadra Sand is underlain by stony silt, till and/or compact silt and silty 
sand; the underlying complex of sediments is probably best described as ice-contact sediments which were 
deposited by or in contact with glacial ice. 

The distribution of the thickest part of the saturated Quadra Sand is important, since the likelihood of 
constructing a well(s) of sufficient capacity for the Deep Bay Water System is greatest where the saturated 
aquifer thickness is greatest. Although test drilling in the Deep Bay area to date has shown that the 
distribution of the Quadra Sand is uneven, it is not possible from present subsurface information to 
delineate the area(s) of greatest saturated thickness, except to say that the saturated thickness apparently 
increases to the south and east. This is consistent with mapping by Clague (GSC reference 1 listed 
above), which shows Deep Bay as the northern extent of the Sand. Figure 2 in Appendix A includes 
Claque's trap of the regional distribution of the Quadra Sand along the east coast of Vancouver Island. 

2.2 Groundwater Hydrology_ 

The majority of recharge to the Quadra Sand Aquifer originates inland to the south, with movement of 
water through the Aquifer from the recharge area toward the discharge end of the groundwater flow 
regime that terminates at the sea. Where the Quadra Sand becomes thinner and probably pinches out 
completely, as illustrated on the hydrogeologic cross-section of Figure 4, persistent springs and swampy 
conditions prevail due to continuous groundwater discharge from the outcropping Sand. 

The period of recharge to the Quadra Sand Aquifer occurs during the winter season of high precipitation 
that extends from the end of November to April. This is shown by the response of the water level in 
Provincial Observation Well No. 310, where highest groundwater levels consistently have occurred in early 
March to mid-April, with the lowest water levels occurring near the end of November, following which 
the water level rise begins. The hydrograph for Well No. 310 (see Figure 6, Page A - 6, Appendix A) 
indicates that the patterns of recharge and, consequently, the high water level in the Quadra Sand Aquifer 
in the Deep Bay area varies somewhat from year to year; however, the apparent differences may be due 
in part to the fact that the hydrograph is plotted from month-end water level data, suggesting that care 
must be exercised in drawing precise conclusions from the hydrograph. 

There is no question that the existence of Provincial Observation Well No. 310 is an important part of 
management of the groundwater resource at Deep Bay and, since Well No. 310 is located outside the main 
influence of the withdrawal of groundwater by the Deep Bay Wells, it is particularly effective for 
monitoring natural groundwater fluctuations. Attention is drawn to several features of the hydrograph for 
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Provincial Observation Well No. 310 that illustrate the behaviour of the groundwater regime in the Deep 
Bay area - at least, since the start of water level records in February 1990: 

Despite the fact that water use in the Deep Bay system has been increasing, the low water level that 
occurred during the period since water level records began was in the Fall of 1990, at the end of 
the first year of records and before the installation of Well 6-90. 

As mentioned above, the low water level in the Aquifer varies from year to year - perhaps due to 
variations in the timing and patterns of recharge. 

For each year of record, there is a rapid rise in the water level in the Aquifer as soon as 
evapotranspiration ends in the late fall and precipitation starts; the water level decline through the 
summer season of "no recharge" to the low water level in the fall occurs more gradually and, since 
the end of evapotranspiration in the subject area probably coincides with the onset of the winter 
rains, it is not possible from information on hand to separate out the interrelationship and individual 
roles of evapotranspiration and precipitation, nor is it necessary; however, all indications are that 
the yield of the Quadra Sand Aquifer is precipitation dependent, with rapid recovery of the water 
table once fall precipitation starts. 

There is no evidence that increasing withdrawal by the existing Deep Bay Water Supply Wells in 
the period February 1990 to March 1995 has had any impact on the groundwater regime at Deep 
Bay; further, information on interference between wells is also known from the response of the 
pumping test of the most recent of the DBWD water supply wells, 6-90, during which Well 5-85 
was pumped simultaneously and which continued pumping beyond the termination of the pumping 
of Well 6-90. 

PHCL's report of December 27, 1990 stated that it was not possible to address the question as to 
whether additional groundwater was available for withdrawal by other water supply wells in the 
area of Wells 4-77, 5-85 and 6-90 and that one or two seasons of simultaneous use, during which 
the water level in Provincial Observation Well No. 310 was observed would assist in a rational 
decision about the installation of additional water supply wells in that area. Figure 6, the 
hydrograph for Provincial Observation Well No. 310, clearly shows that present withdrawal of 
groundwater by the Deep Bay Wells is not "mining" the groundwater, as would be indicated by a 
steady decline in the water level in Well No. 310 and, therefore, in the aquifer. Despite increased 
withdrawal rates by the Deep Bay Wells between 1990 and 1995, complete seasonal recovery of 
the water level in the aquifer has occurred each year since records started; this is shown by the 
hydrograph for Provincial Observation Well No. 310 and is reflected in continued overflow 
(groundwater discharge) from the Quadra Sand Aquifer. 

An important issue with respect to the groundwater regime in the Deep Bay area, with which approving 
agencies are most concerned is, as mentioned in the Introduction, possible impacts to Gainsburg Swamp 
due to increased groundwater withdrawal by DBWD from additional wells proposed to be installed on 
D.L. 28. The large seasonal fluctuation in the water level in the Quadra Sand Aquifer shown by the 
response of the water level in Provincial Observation Well No. 310 is consistent with the observations by 
long-time local residents that the overflow at Gainsburg Swamp varies considerably throughout the year, 
with substantial overflow during the winter months as soon as the capacity of the Quadra Sand to accept 
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water has been exceeded and the Sand can't hold additional water, to a situation where there is very little 
or no overflow at the end of the summer. 

Despite the significant seasonal variation in the water level in the Quadra Sand Aquifer, which is 
interpreted to occur naturally, largely due to significant withdrawals of shallow groundwater by vegetation 
through the processes of evaporation and transpiration, the development and withdrawal of additional 
groundwater through the installation of other wells in the Aquifer on the southwest part of D.L. 28, is not 
likely to have any effect on the behaviour of the overflow at Gainsburg Swamp. Evidence for drawing 
this conclusion includes the fallowing; 

Pumping tests of existing DBWD Wells on the subject parcel of Iand showed that insignificant 
interference occurred between the Wells which have a horizontal separation distance of about 200 m 
(660 ft); for example, PHCL's report of December 27, 1990 titled "Construction and Testing of 
Deep Bay Waterworks District Well No. 6" indicates that interference drawdown of less than 
0.06 m (0.2 ft) occurred in Well 5-85 due to the pumping of Well 6-90 at a constant rate of 
9.09 llsec (144 USgpm). Such an interference is insignificant but is not surprising, since the 
capture zone for each of the Wells is expected to be elliptical in the direction of groundwater flow, 
interpreted from area topography to be approximately southwest to northeast. 

The lack of any trend to a decline in the water level, as illustrated on the hydrograph for Provincial 
Observation Well No. 310, despite the increasing withdrawal of groundwater by the Deep Bay 
Wells, is confirmation that additional groundwater is available for exploitation. 

The existing DBWD water supply wells are not located directly upslope of Gainsburg Swamp such 
that their cone of influence does not extend a sufficient lateral distance to intercept groundwater that 
would potentially reach the Swamp. 

3.0 POTENTIAL CAPACITY OF QUADRA SAND AQUIFER AT DEEP BAY 

PHCL's report of December 27, 1990 titled "Construction and Testing of Deep Bay Waterworks District 
Well No. 6", as well as a subsequent letter-report of December 20, 1991 titled "Groundwater Supply 
Potential in the Southwest Corner of D.L. 28 West of the Island Highway at Deep Bay", stated that the 
limitation to the withdrawal of groundwater by wells in the area of Deep Bay Wells 4-77, 5-85 and 6-90 
is the ability of any particular well to withdraw water from the fine-grained Sand Aquifer. 

Based on estimates of the amount of groundwater potentially moving through the Quadra Sand Aquifer 
at Deep Bay, there is substantially more water available for exploitation than the present wells are able 
to withdraw, with the limitation imposed by the ability to install efficient water wells that can each 
individually withdraw as much as possible of the water which is moving through the sediments toward 
the sea. If any additional wells installed on D.L. 28 are constructed and tested at the end of the summer 
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drought, groundwater development can be managed to the extent that there will be no surprises with 
respect to potential negative impacts to other existing wells or to Gainsburg Swamp, as individual well 
capacities and well interferences will be measured at the time of minimum groundwater conditions. 

4.0 WELL SITE SELECTION 

PHCL'S letter-report of December 20, 1991 noted that simulation of interference drawdown by a computer 
model indicated that 170 to 185 m (560 to 610 ft) is a suitable spacing for keeping interference between 
wells in the Quadra Sand Aquifer on D.L. 28 to a minimum. If so, it was further stated that two 
additional wells on the subject triangular parcel of land would be feasible. In the aforementioned report 
of December 20, 1991, attention was also drawn to the fact that actual interference drawdowns in Wells 
4-77 and 5-85 during a pumping test of Well 6-90 were 0.05 and 0.06 m (0.16 and 0.19 ft), respectively, 
indicating that closer well spacing without significant interference may be possible. 

Figure 5 shows possible locations for two additional wells (7-95 and 8-95) on the subject triangular parcel 
of land in the southwest corner of D.L. 28. However, as previously discussed in former reports/letter-
reports and also in this letter-report, test-production drilling and testing should be carried out at the first 
(7-95) of these sites before proceeding with installation of the second well (8-95), with the location of the 
second or additional wells adjusted to reflect information from the testing of Well 7-95, assuming of 
course that suitable conditions are encountered to justify the installation of a screened well at the site of 
proposed Well 7-95. Since specific local site conditions determine whether installation of a well of 
economic capacity is feasible, it is not possible to guarantee success at the site of proposed Well 7-95 
and/or to specify the number and spacing of additional wells at this time, and it is certainly possible that 
test-production drilling at one or both of the two proposed sites and/or at other sites may not encounter 
a sufficient thickness of saturated Sand in which to construct a well of economic capacity. 

5.0 WELLHEAD AND AQUIFER PROTECTION 

As shown by the lithologs of sediments encountered in the drilling of the DBWD Wells oil the subject 
triangular parcel of land, there is little protection against the introduction of pollutants/contaminants 
directly into the near-surface water table; therefore, DBWD must continue to be diligent to ensure that the 
important groundwater resource represented by the Quadra Sand Aquifer and the Wells is protected for 
long-term use. To give some idea of the area of particular concern, a wellhead protection area (WHPA) 
has been delineated for each of the existing water supply wells on D.L. 28. While such a procedure is 
rather mechanical, it provides a basis for estimating the area in which particular attention should be given 
to wellhead/aquifer protection, as indicated by the aquifer parameters at the site of each particular well. 
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At Deep Bay, a reasonable approach to defining a WHPA is to use the following uniform-flow analytical 
model: 

XL  = downgradient well capture = Q/2FIKbi 

Y,, = width of upgradient zone of influence = 2 (Q/2Kbi) 

where, Q = rated capacity for Well 6-90 = 818 m'/day, (9.5 Nee; 125 igpm); 

K = hydraulic conductivity = 70 rn/day (230 Wday) based on an average aquifer transmissivity of 1240 m'/day (1.0 
x 105  USgpd/ft), and an average saturated aquifer thickness of 17.7 m (58 ft); 

b = average saturated aquifer thickness = 17.7 in (58 ft); 

i = hydraulic gradient = 0.0015 (estimated from topography and static water levels). 

XL  = 818 m'/day/(6.28)(70 m/day)(17.7 m)(0.0015) ~ 70 in ( 2' )0 ft) 
YL  = 2[818 m'/day/(2)(70 In/day)(17.7 m)(0.0015)] ~ 440 m (1440 ft) 

As calculated above, therefore, the WHPA for Well 6-90 is an area approximately 440 in (1440 ft) wide 
extending about 70 m (230 ft) downgradient, as shown on Figure 5 (Page A - 5). The WHPA, along with 
the.upgradient area . . to the..ground.water divide (recharge area), should be kept free of storage, an 
disposal of potential contaminants such as hydrocarbons: (for example, heating and fuel. oil), fertilizer,. ;  
pesticides and domestic waste; 'further, general activities which could jeopardize the water supply 
wells/aquifer should be avoided. WHPA's for Wells 4-77 and 5-85, as calculated on the same basis as 
outlined above for Well 6-90, are: 

for Well 4-77, an area approximately 730 m (2400 ft) wide that extends about 120 m (390 ft) 
downgradient; and, 

for Well 5-85, an area 305 m (1000 ft) wide that extends about 50 m (160 ft) downgradient. 

For DBWD Wells 4-77 and 5-85, the assumed respective saturated aquifer thicknesses during the time of 
minimum groundwater conditions are an estimated 13.4 and 19.8 m (44 and 65 ft); assumed respective 
aquifer trans miss ivities from pumping test data analysis are 497 and 643 m'/day (4.0 x 10` and 
1.2 x 10 5  USgpd/ft); and, respective rated well capacities are 6.28 and 7.42 I/sec (83 and 98 igpm; 100 
and 118 USgpm). While such calculations, which are based on certain assumptions, need to be kept in 
proper perspective, they provide a good approximation of the area of concern; it is evident that the aquifer 
characteristics and conditions, as presently understood, suggest that it would be advisable to protect the 
entire subject southwest corner of D.L. 28 as a Well Field for DBWD, regardless as to whether the 
proposed test-production drilling at proposed sites 7-95 and 8-95 confirms that hydrogeologic conditions 
are suitable for the installation of additional production wells to supply the DBWD system. Attention is 
drawn to the fact that the above calculations, based on a slightly different approach than the computer 
modelling of 1990, generally confirm the conclusion drawn in 1990 that a horizontal separation distance 
of 200 in (660 ft) for additional wells is realistic; thus, such a distance should be observed in the siting 
of at least the next well (7-95). Well spacing for a proposed eighth Well should be readdressed once 
results are available from the construction and testing of Well 7-95. 
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It should be noted that the downgradient well capture areas extend across the Island Highway, raising the 
issue of possible impacts to groundwater quality from highway road salting. This issue was previously 
addressed on Page 11 of PHCL's report of December 27, 1990 concerning the construction and testing 
of Well 6-90 as follows: "Since the natural groundwater gradient is toward the sea, highway salting is 
not a serious concern and salt contamination from this source is easy to detect; further, such contamination 
would not be permanent, as natural flushing would occur once the practise is stopped." It seems likely 
that, since highway road salting would take place at the time of maximum groundwater conditions, it 
would be diluted by groundwater moving away from the WHPA such that it would not influence the 
groundwater quality. It would be a simple matter to periodically measure the conductivity of the water 
from the DBWD Wells located on D.L. 28 to determine whether there is any increasing trend. 

6.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A review of the hydrogeology of the Deep Bay area, which has been carried out to assess the issue of 
maximum groundwater potential on the triangular parcel of land that forms the southwest corner of D.L. 
28, leads to the following summary: 

At Deep Bay, which is located at the northern end of the Quadra Sand deposit on the east coast of 
Vancouver Island, the distribution of the Sand has been shown by drilling of test holes and water 
wells to be uneven, thinning to the north. 

2. Where the Quadra Sand has a sufficient saturated thickness, it is an aquifer capable of yielding 
groundwater to community water supply wells. 

3. The groundwater regime at Deep Bay is generally well understood: 

• recharge to the regime and, therefore to the Quadra Sand Aquifer, is from the higher topographic 
area on the inner part of the Island; 

• movement of the groundwater, which is controlled by gravity, across the subject D.L. 28, is 
interpreted to be southwest to northeast toward the discharge end of groundwater flow at the sea; 

• where the highly permeable Quadra Sand, which carries a considerable amount of groundwater, 
terminates, the outcropping Sand discharges water in springs and swamps. 

• in any particular year, there is a large natural fluctuation in the water level in the Quadra Sand 
Aquifer and, consequently, also in the amount of discharge to the springs and swamps; 

4. During the period of record starting in February 1990, the hydrograph for Provincial Observation 
Well No. 310, which is located in a thinner part of the Quadra Sand to the north of the DBWD 
Wells, has shown a water table fluctuation averaging 2.7 m (8.9 ft), but which was as much as 3.5 m 
(11.5 ft) in the Fall of 1990 to the Spring of 1991; however, increasing use from the DBWD Wells 
has not resulted in a continuous water level decline that would signify over-exploitation. 
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At the present well spacing of about 200 m (660 ft), interference between production wells has been 
shown by the pumping test of Well 6-90 to be insignificant. 

6. Test-production drilling at any particular location is required to determine whether, in fact, 
hydrogeologic conditions are suitable for the construction of a community water supply well of 
economic capacity. 

Based on present understanding of the groundwater flow regime of the Deep Bay area, and taking into 
account the known distribution of the Quadra Sand in that area, the following conclusions are reached with 
respect to the development of additional groundwater supply from wells installed on D.L. 28, as well as 
to protection of the groundwater regime: 

All evidence is that increased withdrawal of groundwater by installing additional wells on the 
triangular parcel of land that forms the southwest corner of D.L. 28 on which existing DBWD Wells 
4-77, 5-85 and 6-90 are located, will not result in negative impacts to existing Wells or to the 
groundwater regime, including Gainsburg Swamp. 

In fact, since the distribution of the saturated thickness of Quadra Sand cannot be predicted at any 
particular location in the Deep Bay area, which is located at the northern extremity of the Sand 
deposit, there is no guarantee that conditions elsewhere on D.L. 28 are suitable for the installation 
of additional wells of economic capacity. 

Provided that installation of test-production wells, and particularly testing of such wells, proceeds in 
a rational manner, with the drilling and testing of any well carried out such that well and aquifer 
pumping tests can be conducted at the end of the summer drought season when groundwater 
conditions are minimum, further confirmation can be obtained that negative impacts will not result 
to existing wells and/or to the groundwater regime (Gainsburg Swamp). 

Since the Quadra Sand Aquifer extends to surface on D.L. 28 and is not protected by a cover of 
sediments of low permeability that would provide natural protection, it is particularly important that 
DBWD continues to be vigilant to ensure long-term protection of the important Quadra Sand Aquifer. 
Contamination from petroleum products continues to represent the greatest hazard to the Quadra Sand 
Aquifer because hydrocarbons have a tendency to adhere to sediment grains and are difficult to 
remove once they have entered the groundwater regime, in contrast to other water soluble chemicals, 
such as highway salt, that will become diluted and carried away with the natural movement of 
groundwater once the source is removed. 

5. Delineation of WHPA's for existing Wells 4-77, 5-85 and 6-90, based on known conditions at the 
sites of each of the Wells, shows that it would be advisable to define the entire triangular parcel of 
land forming the southwest corner of D.L. 28 as a WHPA for the DBWD Well Field, even if test-
production drilling shows that it is not possible to construct additional wells of economic capacity 
on the parcel. 
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7.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

In consideration of present understanding of the hydrogeology of the Quadra Sand Aquifer at Deep Bay 
and of the implications of the hydrogeology with respect to the development of additional groundwater 
from the Aquifer, the following recommendations are made concerning management of the Aquifer as a 
long-term water supply source for Deep Bay Waterworks District: 

I . Continue monitoring the water level in Provincial Observation Well No. 310 to ensure that there are 
no sudden surprises with respect to groundwater recharge to the Quadra Sand Aquifer in the subject 
area. 

2. Continue to collect data on water consumption (withdrawal) from the existing DBWD Wells and any 
new wells, as well as the response of the water level to pumping by the individual wells, so as to 
confirm drawdown cones around the wells and around the Well Field, particularly at the end of the 
summer drought. 

3. If possible, proceed as soon as possible with the drilling of an additional well and, if the drilling is 
successful in encountering a substantial thickness of saturated sand, complete the construction of the 
well and conduct the testing of the well so as to: evaluate its response to individual pumping at the 
end of the summer drought and maximum use of the existing wells; and, monitor the effects of such 
pumping at a time when groundwater conditions are at a minimum in the Aquifer prior to the start 
of the fall precipitation. 

4.. To assist in evaluating the feasibility of installing one or more other wells, in addition to 7-95, 
conduct an aquifer test in which all four wells (4-77, 5-85, 6-90 and 7-95) are pumped 
simultaneously. During such testing observe the water levels in the District's other wells, as well as 
in Provincial Observation Well No. 310. 

Based on the results of installing Well 7-95 and on the response of Well 7-95 to individual and 
combined pumping, carry out additional groundwater modelling, as may be appropriate, to evaluate 
how much additional groundwater may be available for exploitation without resulting in negative 
impacts. 

6. Depending on the results of the individual testing of Well 7-95, and an aquifer test during which all 
wells are pumped, carry out groundwater modelling, as may be appropriate to estimate whether and, 
if so, how much more groundwater may be available and, if appropriate, consider drilling at one or 
more additional sites to confirm that the construction of an additional well is feasible, at such time 
as it may be required. 

7. Control activities in the estimated WHPA around each Well, and be vigilant to ensure that activities 
in the main recharge area upgradient of the Wells are compatible and do not pose a threat to the 
valuable groundwater resource represented by the DBWD Wells and the Quadra Sand Aquifer. 

Pacific Hydrology Consultants Ltd. 
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The contents of this report and attachments have been researched in order to address concerns raised by 
approving agencies and others about the proposal by DB) D to withdraw additional groundwater from 
the triangular parcel of land that forms the southwest corner of D.L. 28. In the event that it is necessary 
for PHCL to be of further assistance concerning the subject of this letter or any other groundwater issue, 
please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned. 

Yours truly, 

PACIFIC HYDROLOGY CONSULTANTS LTD. 

9Ann Badry, 

0¢ESSIO,~ ~ 

PROVINCE 

~ 	F  P. Gea., A.  M. BADRY 
Hydrogeologist/Manager  

C)&CIEN<'~  r Attachments  

Pacific Hydrology Consultants Ltd. 
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Table 1. Selected Details for Deep Bay Waterworks District Water Supply Wells and Provincial Observation Well loo. 310 

D€iller's Litholog 
Completed Static 

Well Depth Water Level Interval Remarks 
Sediment Description 

m R m R m 	 ft 

I-73 15.9 	52.0 2.2 	7.33 0 	- 	 0.9 0 	- 	 3 silty sand and gravel 200 mm (8") diameter well; completed with a 4.9 m 
(09/73) (09110173) 0.9 	- 	 5.5 3 	- 	 18 silty sand with water below 3.0 m (10 ft) (16 ft) long screen assembly containing 4,6 m (15 ft) 

3.5 	11.45 55 	- 	 15.8 18 	- 	 52 brown fine sand of 0.254 mm (0.010") slot Johnson stainless steel well 
{l 118$} 15.8 	- 	 25.0 52 	- 	 82 clay till. screen, with the assembly set from 11.0 to 15.8 m (36 

to 52 ft); well capacity rated at 4.16 1/sec (66 USgpm; 
55 igpm) in 1973. 

2-73 11.6 	38.0 1.6 	5.25 0 	5.5 0 	18 silty sand 200 min (8") diameter well; completed with a 3.35 m 
(09/73) (09/11/73) 5.5 	- 	 11.0 18 	- 	 36 brown fine sand (I1 ft) long screen assembly containing 3.0 in (10 ft) 

2.4 	8.00 11.0 	- 	 13.4 36 	- 	 44 interbedded sand and silt of 0.254 mm (010") slot Johnson stainless steel well 
(11/88) 13.4 	- 	 15.2 44 	- 	 50 light grey soft till. screen, with the assembly set from 8.2 to 11.6 m (27 

to 38 ft); capacity rated at 2.40 I/sec (38 USgpm; 
32 igpm) in 1973, 

3-69 16.4 	53.7 0.8 	2.65 0 	1.2 0 	4 soil 200 mm (8") diameter well; completed with a 4.2 m 
(06169) (09/11/73) 1.2 	- 	 4.3 4 	14 till (13.7 ft) long well screen assembly containing 3.0 m 

0.3 	1.10 43 	- 	 16.2 14 	53 sand. (10 ft) of 0.254 mm (0.010") slot Johnson stainless 
(11/88) steel well screen, with the assembly set from 122 to 

16.4 m (40 to 53.7 ft); capacity rated at 5.68 I/sec 
(75 igpm) in 1973. 

4-77 193 	63.5 4.5 	14.79 Well reported to have been drilled entirely in sand; 200 nun (8") diameter well; completed with a 5.0 m 
(09177) (01116078) brown sand and clay encountered at a depth of (16%2 ft) long screen assembly consisting of 1.5 in 

5.6 	18.60 19.5 m (64 ft). (5 11) of 0.330 min (0.013") slot Johnson stainless 
(11188) steel well screen over 3.0 in (10 ft) or 0.381 	mm 

(0.015") slot screen, with the assembly set from 14.3 
to 19.3 m (47 to 63'G ft); capacity rated at 6.37 l/see 
(84 igpm) from a pumping test carried out in January 
1978. 



Table 1. Selected Details for Deep Bay Waterworks District Water Supply Wells and Provincial Observation Well No. 310 (cont'd) 

Miller's Litholog 
Completed Static 

Well Depth Water Level Interval 

Sediment Description 
Remarks 

M 	 ft m ft in 	 ft 

5-85 21.5 	70.5 
(06/85) 

1.3 	4.15 
(06111185) 

0 	- 	 0.6 
0.6 	- 	 3.7 

0 	- 	 2 
2 	12 

topsoil 
brown sand 

200 mm (8") diameter well; completed with a 4.9 m 
(16.1 ft) long well screen assembly containing 4.6 to 

2.1 	7,01 3.7 	- 	 6.1 12 	- 	 20 brown sand and some gravel; water-bearing (15 ft) of 0.330 mm (0,013") slot Johnson stainless 
(11/88) 6.1 	- 	 73 20 	24 brown sand and occasional pebbles; water-bearing well screen, with the assembly set from 	16.6 to 

7.3 	- 	 7.9 24 	- 	 26 brown sand with occasional pebbles and a few pieces 21.5 m (54.4 and 70.5 ft); capacity rated at 7.44 J/sec 
of brown silt; water-bearing (98 igpm) from a pumping testing carried out in June 

7.9 	- 	 10.4 26 	- 	 34 brown sand and occasional pebbles; water-bcaring 1985. 
10.4 	- 	 17.1 34 	- 	 56 brown sand; water-bcaring 
17.1 	- 	 17.7 56 	- 	 58 brown sand and a small amount of gravel; water- 

bearing 
173 - 	 22.0 58 	- 	 72 brown sand; water-bcaring 
210 - 	 22.6 72 	- 	 74 brown sand with pieces of grey silt; water-bearing 
22.6 - 	 23.2 74 	- 	 76 greyish-brown, fine silty sand 
23.2 - 	 26.2 76 	- 	 86 greyish-brown, fine silly sand with pieces of dark 

brown silt. 

6-90 23.2 	76.0 0.6 	1.95 0 	20A 0 	- 	 67 yellow-brown medium sand; water-bearing below 200 mm (8") diameter well; completed with a 6.9 m 
(12190) (12119/90) 7.6 m (25 ft) (22.7 ft) long well screen assembly containing 1.5 m 

20.4 	- 	 22.0 67 	- 	 72 grey-brown silt and gravel (5 ft) of 0.330 mm (0.013") slot Johnson stainless 
22.0 	- 	 22.6 72 	- 	 74 grey-brown sand and gravel containg chunks of peat steel well screen over 3.0 nt (10 ft) of 0.305 mnt 
22.6 	- 	 27.1 74 	- 	 89 grey compact clay and gravel. (0.012") slot screen over 2.1 or (7 ft) of pipe, with the 

assembly set from 16.9 to 23.2 to (55.3 to 76 ft); 
capacity rated at 9.5 Usec (125 igpm) from a pumping 
lest carried out in December 1990, with provision for 
interference from other wells pumping and a lower 
static water level at the time of minimum groundwater 
levels. 
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Table 1, Selected Details for Deep Bay Waterworks District Water Supply Wells and Provincial Observation Well No. 310 (cont'd) 

Driller's Litholog 
Completed Static 

Well Depth Water Level Interval Remarks 
Sediment Description 

m ft m ft m 	 ft 

Prov. Obs. 18.1 	59.5 8.9 	29.22 0 	- 	 0.9 0 	3 brown soil and roots Test well drilled for Deep Bay Waterworks in 1977; 
No. 310 (06177) (06126177) 0.9 	- 	 3.0 3 	- 	 10 brown sand and gravel completed with a 5.0 m (16.3 ft) long well screen 

8.4 	27.55 3.0 	- 	 9,8 10 	- 	 32 brown silty sand assembly containing 4.6 m (15 ft) of 0.381 	mm 
(12120/90) 9.8 	- 	 12.2 32 	- 	 40 brown sand (0.015") slot Johnson stainless steel well screen, with 

122 - 	 173 40 	- 	 58 brown sand; water-bearing the assembly set from 	13.2 to 	18.1 	m (432 to 
173 	- 	 18.0 58 	- 	 59 brown sand with traces of clay 59.5 R); now equipped as Provincial Observation well 
18,0 	- 	 19.2 59 	- 	 63 clay and till No. 	310; 	capacity 	of Well 	rated 	at 	2.84 	Usec 
19.2 	- 	 25.3 63 	- 	 83 blue clay, (37.5 igpm) from a pumping test carried out in June 

1977. 

i 	Notes: 	1, Measurements are referenced to ground level. 
2. Locations of wells are shown on figure 2 (Page A - 2). 
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Table 2. Selected Details for Test Holes in the Deep Bay Area 

Driller's Litholog 
Test Hole Static Remarks 

Total Depth Water Level Interval 
Sediment Description 

m ft m ft m 	 ft 

GDGTHI ' 7.6 	25 X3.0 	X10.0 0 	0.9 0 	3 dark brown, loose sand and gravel 200 mm (8") diameter test hole; casing recovered and 
(07114181) 0.9 	- 	 2.4 3 	8 light brown, loose sand and gravel site abandoned. 

2.4 	- 	 3.4 8 	11 light brown, silty sand 
3.4 	- 	 4.6 11 	15 light brown, silty sand; water-bearing 
4.6 	5.2 15 	17 blue silt 
5.2 	- 	 7.3 17 	- 	 24 blue clay with some stones 
7.3 	- 	 7.6 24 	- 	 25 blue till. 

GDGTH2 12.8 	42 X73 	X24 0 	0.9 0 	3 dark brown, sandy soil One 1.5 m (5 ft) long Johnson stainless steel well 
(07/15181) 0.9 	14 3 	8 dark brown, loose, silty sand and gravel screen with 0.381 mm (0.015") slots set from 9.1 to 

2.4 	- 	 4.6 8 	15 light brown, tight, silty sand and gravel 10.7 in (30 to 35 ft); well capacity less than 0.76 Ysee 
4.6 	- 	 7.3 15 	- 	 24 light brown, clean, loose sand (10 igpm) so all materials were recovered and the site 
7.3 	- 	 11.0 24 	- 	 36 light brown loose sand; water-bearing abandoned. 

11.0 	- 	 11.6 36 	- 	 38 compact blue silt and sand 
at 12.8 at 42 blue till. 

GDGTH3 9.5 	31 X2.1 	X7.0 0 	0.6 0 	2 dark brown, loose gravelly soil One 1.5 m (5 ft) long Johnson stainless steel well 
(07121181) 0.6 	- 	 1.5 2 	5 light brown, compact silty sand and gravel screen with 0.381 mm (0.015") slots set from 5.5 to 

1.5 	- 	 2.1 5 	7 light brown, loose silty sand 7.0 m (18 to 23 ft); well capacity less than 0.38 Nee 
2.1 	- 	 3.1 7 	- 	 10 light brown, silty sand, loose; water-bearing (5 i.-pm) so all materials were recovered and the site 
3.1 	7.0 10 	23 blueish, slightly silty sand abandoned. 
7.0 	9.5 23 	31 blue silt with some rocks 

at 9.5 at 31 blue till. 

GDC-TH4 11.3 	37 6.1 	20 0 	0.5 0 	- 	 1 %x dark brown, compact sand and gravel 
(07127181) 0.5 	- 	 6.1 1'/2 	- 	 20 brown loose sand 

6.1 	- 	 9.1 20 	- 	 30 light brown, loose sand with silty layers; water- 
bearing 

9.1 	10.1 30 	- 	 33 brown silty sand 
10.1 	- 	 11.3 33 	- 	 37 blue clay 

at 11.3 at 37 blue till. 



Table 2. Selected Details for Test Roles in the beep Bay Area (cont'd) 

Driller's Litholog 
Test Hole 

Total Depth 
Static 

Water Level 
Remarks 

Interval 
Sediment Description 

m 	ft =1 :  ft m 	 ft 

KEUTHI ' 41.2 	135 0 	- 	 1.2 
1.2 	- 	 15.2 

0 	- 	 4 
4 	- 	 50 

soil 
sand 

200 mm (8") diameter testhole drilled for Kopina 
Estates 	Ltd. 	in 	1969; 	all 	casing 	pulled 	and 	site 

15,2 	- 	 17.7 50 	- 	 58 silt abandoned. 
17.7 	- 	 18.3 58 	- 	 60 gravel (weathered till?) 
183 	- 	 41.2 60 	- 	 135 till. 

DB-7'H77' 13.7 	45 - 0 	- 	 73 0 	- 	 24 brown silty sand 200 mm (8") diameter test hole drilled in the 1977 
7.3 	- 	 13.7 24 	- 	 45 till and boulders. exploration program for Deep Bay Waterworks that 

resulted in the completion of Well 4 on D.L. 28 south 
of the Island Highway; the Quadra sand was very thin 
at this site and did not extend below the water table; 
all materials were recovered from the unsuccessful 
test hole and the site was abandoned. 

Notes: 1, Abbreviations: GDC = Genstar Development Company; KEL = Kopina Estates Ltd.; 1713 = Deep Bay. 
2. For locations of wells, see Figure 2 (Page A - 2). 
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From : DEEP BAY WATEFWC7RY,S DISTRICT 	PHONE No. : 1 604 757 5312 	7 	10 un. 	1955 11, 47Ah1 Pk~j2 

0.u.1.4,111cum Band of Indians 

5 350 River Road 
Quocum Reach, S.C. 
VW IZ5 

Tel, (604) 757.9337 
Fax, (604) 757.9898 

June 14, 1995 

Ministry of Rnvironment, 
Lands and Parks 
Lands Regional 0perationS Dept. 
Vancouver Island Region 
051 Yates Street 
victoria, B,C. 
V8V 1 X4 

Attn: T.K. Ovsnin, R.P.F. 

Dear Sir: 

Re: Application by Deep Hay Waterworka District -  41406967 

P1eaSS forgive the delay in answering your letter of .January 31, 1995. 

Since the Qualicum Bang is in the process of filing a StaternGnt of intent 
with the British Columbia Treaty Commission we are reluctant to grant 
approval to the application as it has been presented. 

We do, however, recognize the responsibility that we have as neighbours sn 
will not stand in the way of the Waterworks District in their pur6uit of at 
adequate water supply, 

We are prepared to allow the issuance of Right -of -Ways over taQ additional 
individual wellsites identified for development within the area described, 
see attachments. 

Yours truly,.. 

G, Michael Recalma 
Councillor 

Dill R. Recalma 
Councillor 
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first Nation$ Interest Associated with this lend. 

1. Aboriginal rlghts 
The Qua l iaum nand ie in tiie proceQO Qf filing a Ct;~ ti,msnt 

of lntvrit with the Briti$h Columbia Treaty Commi6tsiun. 

2. TradWonal significance 

The nr,'*a in gt,ectivn lies well within an important part 

of our Claim area. 

3, 	fluter interests 

¢, 	Impact Qf Proposed Use of this lend on First Nations Intera9ts, 

water aigbla will form a aignifieant part of our Claim, 
Therefore We are not preparad to allow lwai~e Of the e ntire 
area propoeed. 

In a spirit of co-operation, we are prepared to allow the 
ieguance Qf Right - of - Ways ever 1Lwo,  only, ALddit•inral 
individual wellsites identified for devaluPillent within 
the area described. 

,..I2 



Response Summary 	 - 2 

C. 	Please Indicate your preference concerning the outcome of this application. 

❑ 	Approval recommended 

CR 	App roval recommended subject to specific conditions or requirements listad 

above 

see 1 B' on previos page. 

U 	Approval not recommended , Plea se list rea so ns' 

Q. 	If you have recommended that this application not be approvocl, plonsa suggest an 
alternate location where it would not Impact on your interests. 

Please return this form end the Lend Roforral form to BC Lends, Vanceu ar jaj~! 4 
Rarjlanai ~:rfri~"a. F3Fi Yaiaq at , HVt, Vrucarla. BC, V8V 7314, FaX #355-1871 



06/19/95 LION 13:39 FAX 604 390 6511,_. 	RDN PLANNING DEPT 	 12001 

REGIONAL DISTRICT OF NANAIMO 

6300 Haruntond Bay Road, Nanaimo, British Columbia 
Mailing Address: P.O. Bos 40, Lantaville, B.C., Y0R 2H0 

Telephone: (604) 390-4111 
Facsimile; (604) 390-4163 

TO: 
	 Anne Bodrev 

DEPT: 
	

Pacific Hydrology 

FAX NO: 
	

683-9676 

NO. PAGES: 
	

1 

FROM: 
	

Bonnie Blue 

DATE; 
	

June 19, 1995 

ME: 
	

1:30 

MESSAGE: 

Anne: Sorry for the delay in following up our conversation last Thursday concerning Gainsburg Swamp. 

As part of the referral process for Deep Bay Waterworks' proposed new wells, the RDN was given the opportunity to comment 

For your information, our response expressed our concern regarding the impact of additional wells on the water levels of 

Gainsburg Swamp. We suggested that an assessment of this issue be undertaken. 

We would be satisfied if, in your report, you simply explained or stated that the wells will have no impact on the naturally 

occuring water levels and hence pose no threat to the vrildlife habitat that the natural wetland provides.. 

I am not aware of the comments of other agencies. You may need to ask Torsi Ovanin at BC Lands what the other concerns 

were, if any. 

Thanks, Bonnie 
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DEEP BAY  
_ 	WATERWORKS; 1)ISTRI{;T 

R u.i, 1~1 'ry 160. C '-4. SU '4kR. R .L'. VOR 1(.() 

757.9112 

June 76, 1.995 

Mini~t:ry of Fnvirnnmr,nt., 1 ,andc: R Pnrlrsn, 	 Your Pile: 1LO067 

Lanrlq Rpplonal OpPraiAnnc Depz~rt.mc'•nt., 
Vnnnouvnr l.al rind Rna,i nn , 

851 Yaheta St -.rnp1-„ 
VicLul'-;d, B.C. 	V8V la4 

At.t.cnt.ion; 	Mr. T.K. Uvanin, k.F.1''. , Land OfFir.r.r 

Gubjec.t•.: Application to L.enno Crnwn Lund for Additional Wt:11 £:ivc.n  

Dear Si r ; 
Further to our recent: t:pll.phnnn dinrmrc:inna. and your 1.otier dated June 13, I . D95. 

allow tm,u to rcepl y :.o t.ho issues rai pad i,n poi.nt, form. 

1)  Pnl:nnr.ial IaD.  rt of Prnprnr,od Wrnl l fi nn Coinoburg_9wimp . Puci fic• Hydrology Ud. 
Vancouver, 15.t:, , J.,4 fl mnl i 7ing the second phase of a detaj.J ed Study f elaLivl: 
t o the "Quadra Cnnrin rt  Rr ,-, ur)d ,,nt-cr aquifer and the rtiinwntcr c.hav,cd ourfait:; 

water Laval. behavi or Of t,'ainsburg Swamp. 
T1iv- D.D.W.D. ill CU npt:'t€t-'1V11 with the Minisrry of Fnvironment, Grotlr7fll,'a(.;:1 -
Toctinn, brae: boorl oporst:ina an Obocrvov.J.oti Well c.cluippnd ui1:h s c-lltirt. recorder 

E1nGe Fe bruary.  1 990. Th*13  well  is located nn G,-Or€slmve l.nov)d it the viri,' J ty 
Of Cnin.-d:mv?i r+vcrr€€}j, 	NulrLhly 	 31t' on L1.1ti w11.1: 1.Ne Minisl:ry i  

S 	 {~ T with copies 1]C- ing ret a,1 1r (=d by Llri D.B.W,D. 
Verbal pre ir-'s: i oncl  1, opinions expressed by Pocilic Hydrology Ltd. 1 71di rat-P. 
idint no mcaourcal)lu 1 J.171cngca exiot 1', cL wcL:u wall watLt:z r.~1.7 i~t:LlUtl LaL.LS t]1311~t11' 

the cctzobr'iail l.J.€rt:l- €rrrl.irrt€ra €€l" yrw.md of surfncc water lrvc.la', 

Thin -rigor huo laced living; i.n the Deep Day cisvo siucu 1976 duct (:,in at:rest 
lrnm pa,r.annal nl.Q,,-rvi ions that Cainsbur8 .q'wamp hus and it -: overflowing in >ncc 
%-Anter :€nd corl.y sprint?, months, aiid v i.r Luuily ttry late summer and early 
ouc-U11111 month a. 

'1h1a iiul.uitsiiy Wr.U111 - JIlg j1hanomenon existed pr -in -  r€n€1 	 thA 
inntolluuion c.1 t7, w'- 11 (100 	 au€I #0 W01 (125  
Lm)F, l:imn rr:.^.i rlrr)r : :'41 1 1 1 1 i vlr18 ill Lh e tsrva+, readily recall r:lt;:,t. € n 	li  €t L it: u 

t.n the winter, r€t:d digging peat i11 $u111P11C-U fur puulcet tae>ncy In years gone hy. 
Although not nc.icntifir., rst€.:1€ al-uLtmtniL:s :slJOUI(I nor• be complet:-l.y Ji6L-aided. 

Ga1nsbuy- g  Swami PreSc3'vt~l-iviw . Tile Deep ljay Warerworks Di st -.ri rx.. i s fltl 1 y 
committcd to 1.11c prL:Dcrvatlon of t- hic. llac cal wi'ltUJ I'c lldbIUA Kritl 	Lin 
Cnrfy 4i - n91'.nrl P,€ lrj)n:- 1•in1; tie proposal Of ileil.uzitr8 C8iT'8burfi Swamp as do--
si.p.€i,c,-d Creen Belr area uiilles. t.lte R.D.N. Parks Plannirtl;, 
A nul , nt-nn[:icrl c.lcal, up c,ampti;gn of illegally JWJI€PL`d t€iuLui vrlrl.t-a. ,, IwUliellold 
opplianccs. and n1.hp.r rP.f17FzP. sale L'nEal.l.y sponsored 1,, ,e  l.l,tT D.B,W.b, in t:he paCt, 

.vit-1r ,-  01ML11. budge-L elloc:ai -.Jo is and action;: as the heed arl.ses. 
1 ho honcgcc,rnii,,d t-t'u 31 rte twurlt of r:i+nndoned lo~,~isi~ 1'V~] )I id bciir~; cxt-L 1161VL1y 
uLilivc d mtuc11 t.o tile. enjoyment by local lu:`i.i < N111.:; Nall vi.eiring rnur.isl, for 
rccrcatinn elnd Ulc-rcaup€rtic. t'r% innt€€vtttlr_tl 10king. 
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2)  Prr,)~r,z-:.-d Wcll Sitc Locotirno and Accocr . P,% c-f 	1 	~ 	 cTnhn  

1~lothc•ru*c),). 	8. At:n:~,i i ,t'?F Foni naari nn l.tri. %oi 11 i dpnt.i fy t.ha. c1»r.i fi r. url '1 vi t:r 

locations. 
No ad6it-ivna7 accee.°. from the IP1and Highway will be requzred ns tho oxi.ati.ng  
roo~ 	 fnr #S and /nr #A Wn.1 l nnn fin iiti l i;.nel _ 

;} Renponse by qualicum Rand of Tndions. Tho Rnndr a reply unn gent to yots 

Jmrlt 1L,  100 ; t_rl€:i.ng "We are preparod to allow tho is wuanc.c of bight:--of-
Ways over t.wo addit.i.omO 	 iduro-If1.(A f.OX' d(;VL:I31)IIIU3tL wiLh L11c L.IL'l(.I 

dcecrihcd.~ 

Yours truly, 

DFFRP RAY WATFFWDRKS  

Frank Hi onymi 
I1pPratinAc Co–DrdinR1'or 

kb 

cc: John Motherwell. l'.Enu.. Victoria 
AIlr1 L'arla•y, Pnc:ifi.c Ilydj-ol.ogy Ltd., 	Voncouvcr 
Relh L;4pham, PInnninD I)cpt., 	P.Tl,ld, –  Nan-4imo 
A) Kohut:, Grounduar.or Secr.ion, BC Etyvironmens_, Virtor"i,i 
Leonard Krog, M.L.A. – Parksville 


